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Bruno Moinard Editions will expose two new spectacular
pieces. Within resonance of the brand DNA, they will enter
of Art Décoratifs’ history, thanks to today’s experience of
re-interpretation and highlights of the know-how applied
to rugs and lighting.

_
LIDO
Lighting collection for Veronese – Paris
To choose a traditional element of the composition of a
Murano chandelier called “la bossette”, without changing
a thing and to restore it as an essential for the ceiling
light design, endlessly reproducible, minimalist and
contemporary.

_
FALAISE
Rug made by La Manufacture d’Aubusson Robert Four.
Made according to tradition, Aubusson’s flat stitching
reveals & enhances Bruno Moinard’s pictorial work of art.
Unique piece
279 x 348 cm
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COLLECTION 2020

The creation and the richness of French
craftsmanship is unique. This “savoir-faire” is
an integrated part of our creative process.
BRUNO MOINARD

COLLECTION 2020

_
NASHVILLE
Sofa – armchair
To integrate the value of material.
The principal of diverse material juxtaposition and consistent establishes a
link and a dialogue which gives its meaning to the piece of furniture.

_
ETRETAT
Table – Console – floor lamp
Combining refining and sophistication.
The geometric precision and the bareness of the sculptural base made in elm
or wenge, unveils on one of its face, tpreciousness and poetry of a landscape
in Tamo wood lining.

_
BRUNO MOINARD EDITIONS
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In 2014 the first Bruno Moinard Editions furniture collection was
launched followed by the opening of the Parisian Gallery, located 31
rue Jacob in Saint-Germain-des-Prés.
Abounding in timeless simplicity and focusing on the rich expertise of
French craftsmanship, the handmade designs integrate a specific work
of juxtaposition of materials and are made using a sophisticated play
of shades. This is the root of inspiration, which contributes to both the
comfort and beauty of the lines. The outcome is an essence of contemporary and sensual furniture with strong lines and refined details where
materials and forms become inseparable in a manner that is both unusual and harmonious. The precious materials and finishing touches include: oak, leather, sycamore, brass, patinated bronze, hand glazed ceramics, reworked glass, straw marquetry, marble, alabaster, hand-woven
fabric.
As Bruno Moinard says, “In summary, I would say that with this furniture collection, we work day to day on a certain notion of the indefinable, on the effect of surprise, the duality of the materials, their
ambiguity and their sensual touch. Overall it becomes a work close to
that of “ haute couture”.”

*
DISTRIBUTION
GALERIE BRUNO MOINARD EDITIONS - PARIS
AVENUE ROAD - NEW YORK, TORONTO, VANCOUVER
LE CADRE GALLERY - HONG KONG
FIFTH AVENUE - MOSCOU
GOTHAM NOTTING HILL - LONDRES
OBUMEX - ANVERS, BRUXELLES
CARTE BLANCHE - TAÏWAN
*

_
BRUNO MOINARD BIOGRAPHY
It is from his origins in Dieppe, and his fascination for the sea and the
milky alabaster of the coastline that Bruno Moinard developed his love
for light, for strong, simple lines, transparency and the essence of things.
A graduate of the French National School of Applied Arts and Crafts, he
began his career in 1979 with several prestigious collaborations, notably
within the agency Ecart International, founded by Andrée Putman, before
founding in 1995 his own interior design studio, 4BI & Associés.
Minimalism with warmth, simplicity without austerity, elegance, and
timelessness: it is around these qualities that the work of Bruno Moinard
is defined. Also around a certain approach to luxury, a focus on things
that consists of softening the effects, making the behind-the-scenes
elements precious, abounding in the art of detail and finish. For his
apartments and private houses, grand hotels, luxury stores, public spaces
and scenographies, Bruno Moinard puts as much heart and passion into
the working of light, the key to everything.
In 2002, the Maison Cartier entrusted him with the new concept and
development of its boutiques all over the world. Today, 340 boutiques
have been created within a partnership as strong as ever. Among his most
remarkable interior design achievements: Château Latour in Pauillac
(for François Pinault), the Plaza Athénée in Paris (Dorchester Collection
Group), and Veuve Clicquot’s Hôtel du Marc (LVMH Group) in Reims.
His reputation is firmly established internationally, thanks among other
reasons, to such prestigious hotels as the Hotel Eden in Rome for the
Dorchester Collection Group and the Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten
Trinity Square, including the gourmet restaurant of Anne-Sophie Pic. He
is also increasingly present in China with two hotels in Chengdu.
Among Projects underway Galeries Lafayette in Doha and Dubai,
Residential Complex in Monaco, Apartments in
_
Paris, Hotel Cala di Volpe Hotel in Sardinia..
PUBLICATION WITH
EDITIONS DE LA MARTINIÈRE (2015)
«Du Trait à la Lumière», a monograph focusing
on images of a selection of emblematic interior
architectural projects around the world, in which
the last chapter is dedicated to all the creations from
Bruno Moinard Editions.
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*
BRUNO MOINARD EDITIONS GALERIE
31 RUE JACOB - PARIS 6
00 33 (0)1 77 15 67 06
CONTACT
ANA DANTAS
GALERIE@BRUNOMOINARDEDITIONS.COM
BRUNO MOINARD EDITIONS-STUDIO PARIS
00 33 (0)9 67 80 63 45
CONTACT
CORINNE LANTENOIS
CORINNE@BRUNOMOINARDEDITIONS.COM
WWW.BRUNOMOINARDEDITIONS.COM
*

@BRUNOMOINARDEDITIONS
#BRUNOMOINARDEDITIONSMILANO2019

